C PLACES   IN   THE   SUN '
the green background.' Then again it is the colour of the
prairies rather than its teeming abundance that makes the
immediate appeal to him. ' At twilight a haze descends
over the prairie, softening its contours, mellowing its varied
hues. A lone road stretches into the distance, interminable
until it is lost in the mist on the horizon. The air is fresh
and very still. The rays of the setting sun slash the sky
with orange and with gold. It is at this hour that man's
heart is made captive by the wizardry of the plains for
ever.' He sees Canada * reflected in the mirror of a passing
train', and * it is a picture sublime in colour and in com-
position '.
As for Canada's migration problem he makes no par-
ticularly profound or original observation. By 192,5 the
drain of Canadian youth from Canada into the U.S.A. had
reached alarming proportions. Eden inclined to the belief
that the drain would continue during the next ten years,
but that it would be a gradually diminishing force, until
at the end of the period (perhaps even before) the tide
would have turned. He seems to have based this estimate,
which has been to a large extent vindicated, on the com-
fortable argument that Canada was pursuing a Conservative
policy and so ' husbanding her national resources' while
at the same time * not wasting her natural reserves'. This
prophecy, after the manner of the Delphic oracle, was a
sufficiently ambiguous definition of Conservatism to cover
all consequences. Equally bland was his assertion that it is
natural and welcome to us in the British Isles that Canada
should first turn her eyes to the Mother Country, for she
wants the best citizens she can get. But on the whole the
lapses into Imperialist doggerel are few and far between.
Before leaving Canada for the Pacific voyage from Van-
couver1 to Auckland he noted that Canada was yet another
country afflicted with alcoholic anomalies. * The unsuspect-
1 A friend of mine records an impression of Eden at a public lunch in Van-
couver as being ' exquisitely dressed and profoundly bored ' I
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